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3274 Y. 	Onuki et al.1. IntrodutionThe f eletrons of rare earth and uranium ompounds exhibit a variety ofharateristis inluding spin and valene �utuations, heavy fermions andanisotropi superondutivity [1℄. In these ompounds, both the Ruderman�Kittel�Kasuya�Yosida (RKKY) interation and the Kondo e�et ompetewith eah other. Competition between the RKKY interation and the Kondoe�et was disussed by Doniah in terms of a funtion of jJf jD("F), wherejJf j is a magnitude of the magneti exhange interation and D("F) is theeletroni density of states at the Fermi energy "F [2℄. Most of the eriumompounds order magnetially, beause the RKKY interation overomesthe Kondo e�et at low temperatures. On the other hand, some eriumompounds suh as CeCu6 and CeRu2Si2 indiate no long-range magnetiorder, forming the heavy fermion state at low temperatures.The heavy fermion state is roughly understood as follows. The 4f lev-els of the Ce ions are generally split into three Crystalline Eletri Field(CEF)-doublets at high temperatures beause the 4f eletrons in the Ceompounds are almost loalized in nature. At low temperatures, the mag-neti entropy of the ground-state doublet in the 4f levels, R ln 2, is ex-pressed by integrating the magneti spei� heat Cm in the form of Cm=Tover the temperature. When the magneti spei� heat Cm is hanged intothe eletroni spei� heat T via the many-body Kondo e�et, the heavyfermion state is formed below the Kondo temperature TK:  = R ln 2=TK '104=TK(mJ=K2mol) [1, 3℄. In fat, the eletroni spei� heat oe�ient and the Kondo temperature are 1600mJ/K2mol and 5K in CeCu6, and350mJ/K2mol and 20K in CeRu2Si2, respetively.The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) e�et provides a powerful tool for de-termining the topology of the Fermi surfae, the ylotron e�etive massm� and the sattering lifetime of the ondution eletron. Here, the dHvAvoltage Vos is obtained in the so-alled 2! detetion of the �eld modulationmethod, following the Lifshitz�Kosevih formula: [1℄Vos = A sin�2�FH + �� ; (1)A / J2(x)TH�1=2 exp(��m�TD=H)sinh(�m�T=H) ; (2)� = 2�2kBe~ ; (3)and x = 2�FhH2 ; (4)where J2(x) is the Bessel funtion whih depends on the dHvA frequeny F ,



Quasi-Two Dimensional Fermi Surfaes in Rare Earth : : : 3275the modulation �eld h and the magneti �eld strength H. The dHvA fre-queny F �= ~2�e SF� is proportional to the extremal (maximum or mini-mum) ross-setional area SF of the Fermi surfae and TD �= ~2�kB ��1�is the Dingle temperature whih is inversely proportional to the satteringlifetime � .Reently quasi-two dimensional Fermi surfaes were observed even inrare earth and uranium ompounds. This quasi-two dimensionality is loselyrelated to the magneti unit ell and/or the rystal struture elongated alongthe -axis of the tetragonal or hexagonal rystal struture, whih bring abouta �at Brillouin zone and produe ylindrial Fermi surfaes along the -axis.Typial examples are UX2 (X: Bi, Sb, As, P) [4℄ and CePtX(X:As, P) [5℄.Furthermore, new heavy fermion superondutors of CeIrIn5 and CeCoIn5or a pressure-indued superondutor of CeRhIn5 with the tetragonal rystalstruture are also quasi-two dimensional. We present in this paper quasi-two dimensional Fermi surfaes of UX2 and CeTIn5 (T: transition atom),together with UTGa5.2. dHvA studies in quasi-two dimensional ompounds2.1. Cylindrial Fermi surfaes formed by a �at magneti Brillouin zonein uranium dipnitidesUranium dipnitides UX2 (X = Bi, Sb and As) rystallize in the tetrag-onal struture of anti-Cu2Sb type (D74h or P4=nmm), where the rystalstruture of UP2 is slightly di�erent from that of UX2 [6℄. They orderantiferromagnetially. Magneti moments of uranium ions are aligned ferro-magnetially in the (001) planes, whih are staked along the [001℄ diretionin an antiferromagneti ("#) sequene in UBi2 [7℄. In the ase of USb2, UAs2and UP2, this sequene is ("##") [7�9℄. It is worth mentioning here that themagneti unit ell of USb2, UAs2 and UP2 is doubled with respet to thehemial unit ell along [001℄, whih brings about a �at magneti Brillouinzone. Here ordered moments and the Néel temperatures are �ord = 2:1,1:88, 1:61 and 2:0�B=U, and TN = 183, 203, 273 and 201K for X = Bi, Sb,As and P, respetively [10℄.First we show the results of the dHvA e�et in UBi2. Figure 1 shows theangular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in UBi2. It follows the 1= os �-dependene for the branh � or �0 up to 81Æ. A solid line for these branhes inFig. 1 shows the 1= os �-dependene. This result indiates that the branh� or �0 originates from a ylindrial but slightly orrugated Fermi surfae.In ontrast to the branhes � and �0, the dHvA frequeny of the branh � isalmost onstant against the �eld angle, meaning that the branh � originatesfrom a nearly spherial Fermi surfae. We determined the ylotron e�etive
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Fig. 1. Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in UBi2.mass m� from the temperature dependene of the dHvA amplitude by usingEq. (2). The ylotron mass was determined as 9:2m0 for the branh �,6:3m0 for �0 and 4:4m0 for �. The masses are rather large beause theorresponding Fermi surfaes have small ross-setions.Next we show the dHvA results for USb2. Figure 2 shows the angular de-pendene of the dHvA frequeny in USb2. It follows the 1= os �-dependenefor branhes �, , Æ and ". These results also indiate that branhes �, ,Æ and " originate from ylindrial but slightly orrugated Fermi surfaes.The ylotron mass was determined as 3:8m0 for the branh �, 6:0m0 for, 3:8m0 for Æ and 2:0m0 for ".The Fermi surfaes in UBi2 onsist of a ylindrial Fermi surfae named� and a spherial one named �. The volume of the ylindrial Fermi surfaeoupies 4:8% of the magneti Brillouin zone, whereas the spherial Fermisurfae oupies 9:9%. As the magneti unit ell ontains two moleules ofUBi2, UBi2 is a ompensated metal with equal arrier numbers of eletronsand holes. If we assume that there are one spherial hole-Fermi surfae andtwo ylindrial eletron-Fermi surfaes in the Brillouin zone, the number ofarriers is well ompensated, where the holes and the eletrons oupy 9:9%and 9:6% of its volume, respetively. We show in Fig. 3 (a) a Brillouin zoneand the orresponding Fermi surfaes.
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Fig. 2. Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in USb2.

Fig. 3. Shemati magneti Brillouin zone and the Fermi surfaes (a) for thebranhes � and � in UBi2 (b) for the branhes �, , Æ and " in USb2.



3278 Y. 	Onuki et al.Furthermore we alulated the  value from these Fermi surfaes. Theestimated  values from the branhes � and � are � = 8:1 and � =4:9mJ=K2mol, respetively. The total  value is thus m� = � + 2� =18mJ=K2mol, whih is in good agreement with 20mJ=K2mol determinedfrom the spei� heat measurement.A very �at magneti Brillouin zone is realized in the antiferromagnetistate of USb2, although the Brillouin zone in the paramagneti state is thesame as that in UBi2. It is thus expeted that the Fermi surfae in USb2 isapproximately the same as that in UBi2 in the paramagneti state, althoughit is modi�ed in the antiferromagneti state due to the �at magneti Brillouinzone.From the angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in Fig. 2, it is seenthat all the Fermi surfaes are ylindrial in USb2. The deteted ylin-drial Fermi surfaes oupy in the magneti Brillouin zone 16:8% for thebranh �, 7:9% for the branh , 5:4% for the branh Æ and 3:3% for thebranh ". As the magneti unit ell ontains four moleules of USb2, USb2is a ompensated metal with equal arrier numbers of eletrons and holes.To ompensate the numbers of the arriers, we assume as follows:one hole-Fermi surfae from the branh �,one hole-Fermi surfae from the branh Æ,two eletron-Fermi surfaes from the branh  andtwo eletron-Fermi surfaes from the branh ".The eletron-Fermi surfaes thus oupy 22% and the hole-Fermi surfaesoupy 22%, well ompensated. Figure 3 (b) shows the �at magneti Bril-louin zone and the orresponding Fermi surfaes in USb2. The  value isalso onsistent with this sheme of the Fermi surfaes.Experimental results are summarized as follows:(1) The Fermi surfaes of UBi2 are found to onsist of one spherial Fermisurfae and two ylindrial ones.(2) Eah Fermi surfae in UBi2 splits into two ylindrial Fermi surfaesin USb2, whih are well explained by the band-folding proedure in a�at magneti Brillouin zone.(3) The quasi-two-dimensional harater of these Fermi surfaes is mainlydue to the ondution eletrons in the U-plane, inluding the 5f ele-trons beause the ylotron mass is large.



Quasi-Two Dimensional Fermi Surfaes in Rare Earth : : : 32792.2. Quasi-two dimensional Fermi surfae originated from the uniquetetragonal rystal struture in RTIn5 and UTGa5CeRhIn5 orders antiferromagnetially below TN =3.8K, whereas super-ondutivity was observed under pressure, p >1.6GPa [11℄. It was alsoreported that CeIrIn5 and CeCoIn5 are heavy fermion superondutors atambient pressure [12�15℄. The transition temperature T and the  valueare 0.4K and 680mJ/K2mol in CeIrIn5, and 2.3K and 300-1000mJ/K2molin CeCoIn5. Here, the  value in CeCoIn5 is about 300mJ/K2mol at T butinreases with dereasing the temperature, reahing about 1000mJ/K2molat 0.1K, whih was obtained by the spei� heat measurement in magneti�elds [15℄.These harateristi properties in CeTIn5 are losely related to the uniquetetragonal rystal struture (P4/mmm #123 D14h) with alternating layers ofCeIn3 and TIn2 (T: Co, Rh and Ir), staked sequentially along the [001℄diretion (-axis), as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Tetragonal rystal struture of RTIn5.First we will show the dHvA experiment for a non-4f referene ompoundLaRhIn5 [16℄. Figure 5(a) shows the angular dependene of the dHvA fre-queny. The dHvA branhes �i (i=1, 2 and 3) as well as �2 follow roughly the1= os �-dependene, where � means a �eld angle tilted from [001℄ to [100℄ or[110℄. This angular dependene laims that the orresponding Fermi surfaeis nearly ylindrial.



3280 Y. 	Onuki et al.Figure 5(b) shows the theoretial dHvA frequeny alulated in thesheme of the FLAPW method within the loal-density approximation. Themagnitude and angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in Fig. 5(a) arethe same as theoretial ones in Fig. 5(b), exept dHvA branh "1.

Fig. 5. (a) Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny and (b) the theoretial onein LaRhIn5.These dHvA branhes are well identi�ed by the theoretial Fermi surfaein Fig. 6. The dHvA branhes �i are due to a band 15-eletron Fermisurfae whose topology is nearly ylindrial but is highly orrugated, havingmaximum and minimum ross-setions. Branhes �i are also due to a highly-orrugated band 14-eletron Fermi surfae. This Fermi surfae has a onvexpart strething along the [110℄ diretion. This is a main reason why thedHvA frequeny of branh �1 has a minimum at about � = 30Æ, tilted from[001℄ to [100℄ or [110℄. Branhes "i are due to a band 13-hole Fermi surfae,forming a network or a lattie. The orbit "1 in Fig. 6(a) was, however, notdeteted experimentally, whih is most likely due to the damping of thedHvA amplitude based on a urvature fator of this Fermi surfae.Next, the dHvA experiment for CeRhIn5 was arried out in the antiferro-magneti state [16,17℄. Figure 7 shows the angular dependene of the dHvAfrequeny. Main three branhes are named �2, �1, and �3. To identify thesebranhes, we ompare them to those of LaRhIn5 and CeCoIn5, as shown inFig. 8. If the 4f eletrons in CeRhIn5 are loalized and the Fermi surfae
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Fig. 6. Theoretial (a) band 13-hole, (b) band 14-eletron and () band 15-eletronFermi surfaes in LaRhIn5.

Fig. 7. Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in CeRhIn5.is not a�eted by the small magneti Brillouin zone, the Fermi surfae inCeRhIn5 should be the same as that of LaRhIn5. On the other hand, if the4f eletrons are itinerant as in CeIrIn5 and CeCoIn5, the Fermi surfae ofCeRhIn5 should be the same as that of CeCoIn5. Note that the topology ofthe Fermi surfae is approximately the same between CeIrIn5 and CeCoIn5,whih were well explained by the 4f -itinerant model as shown below [18,19℄.



3282 Y. 	Onuki et al.A dHvA frequeny with F=6.13�103 T of branh �2 in CeRhIn5 is thesame as 6.13�103 T in LaRhIn3, but is smaller than 7.35�103 T in CeCoIn5.The dHvA frequenies of branhes �1 and �2;3 in CeRhIn5 are also the sameas those of LaRhIn5, but are smaller than those of CeCoIn5, as shown inFig. 8.

Fig. 8. Angular dependene of main dHvA frequenies in (a) LaRhIn5, (b) CeRhIn5and () CeCoIn5.From these experimental results we an onlude that the ontribution ofthe 4f eletrons to the volume of the Fermi surfae in CeRhIn5 is negligiblysmall. We note that there are so many dHvA branhes in CeRhIn5 om-pared to those in LaRhIn5. This might be approximated by a band-foldingproedure where the paramagneti Fermi surfae of CeRhIn5, whih is al-most the same as that of LaRhIn5, is folded into a small magneti Brillouinzone based on a large magneti unit ell, produing small Fermi surfaes.Branhes �2, �1 and �2;3 are most likely formed by the ondution eletronswhih break through the antiferromagneti Brillouin zone boundary and ir-ulate around the original paramagneti Fermi surfae and/or some of thesebranhes are not a�eted by the magneti Brillouin zone.On the other hand, the ylotron e�etive mass of CeRhIn5 is largeompared to that of LaRhIn5. The ylotron mass is 5.5m0 in branh �2,6.0m0 in branh �1 and 3.5m0 in branh �2;3. The orresponding mass inLaRhIn5 is 0.73m0, 0.69m0 and 0.51&0.64m0, respetively. The ratio of themass of CeRhIn5 to that of LaRhIn5 is about 7�9. On the other hand, the



Quasi-Two Dimensional Fermi Surfaes in Rare Earth : : : 3283ratio of the  value of CeRhIn5 to that of LaRhIn5 is about 9, where  ' 50mJ/K2mol in CeRhIn5 and 5.7 mJ/K2mol in LaRhIn5. Both ratios areapproximately onsistent. These experimental results are almost the sameas the reent results in CeRhIn5 [20,21℄. For example, main branhes �2 and�2;3 were observed: F=6.120�103 T (m�=6.1�0.3m0) and F=3.600�103 T(m�=4.6�1.0m0), respetively.We would like to larify the 4f -eletroni nature in CeCoIn5. Figure 9shows the angular dependene of dHvA frequeny in CeCoIn5. The dHvAbranhes in Fig. 9(a) are well identi�ed by the 4f -itinerant band model,where Figure 9(b) shows the angular dependene of the theoretial dHvAfrequeny in CeCoIn5. Main branhes �i and �i in Fig. 9 are identi�ed bytheoretial Fermi surfaes in Fig. 10.

Fig. 9. (a) Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny and (b) the theoretial onein CeCoIn5.Fermi surfaes in CeCoIn5 are similar to those of LaRhIn5, although thesize of eah Fermi surfae is di�erent between them. A similar relation ispresent between the Fermi surfae of Pb with four valene eletrons andthat of Al with three valane eletrons. If one 4f -eletron in eah Ce sitebeomes a ondution eletron in CeCoIn5, the volume of the band 13-holeFermi surfae in LaRhIn5, shown in Fig. 6(a), is shrunken, hanging intotwo kinds of small losed Fermi surfaes in CeCoIn5, as shown in Fig. 10(a).Correspondingly, the band 14- and 15-eletron Fermi surfaes are expanded
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Fig. 10. Theoretial Fermi surfaes in CeCoIn5.in volume. The band 14- and 15-eletron Fermi surfaes in Fig. 6(b) and ()are hanged into Fermi surfaes in Fig. 10(b) and (), respetively. This isa reason why the dHvA frequenies of �i and �i in CeCoIn5 are larger thanthose in LaRhIn5.

Fig. 11. (a) Temperature dependene of the spei� heat Ce in the form of Ce=Tunder H=0, 6 and 8T. (b) Field dependene of the ylotron mass in CeCoIn5.



Quasi-Two Dimensional Fermi Surfaes in Rare Earth : : : 3285As shown in Fig. 11, the ylotron mass of CeCoIn5 is extremely large.For example, the mass of �i is about 80 m0 at 10T. The ylotron mass isstrongly �eld-dependent, where 80m0 at 10T is redued to 50m0 at 16Tfor branh �i [19℄. A large ylotron mass over 100m0 is expeted at lower�elds than 10T, onsistent with the spei� heat oe�ient in magneti�elds. Similar dHvA results are obtained in CeIrIn5 [18℄.UTGa5 (T: transition atom) has also the HoCoGa5-type tetragonal rys-tal struture as in RTIn5. Here we present dHvA results in a series of UTGa5,namely Pauli paramagnets of UFeGa5 and UCoGa5, and an antiferromagnetUPtGa5.We show in Fig. 12(a) the angular dependene of the dHvA frequenyin UFeGa5 [22℄, together with the theoretial one in Fig. 12(b). Branhes�i show roughly a 1/os �-dependene of the dHvA frequeny. Branhes biare disonneted in the angular dependene, indiating a multiply-onnetedFermi surfae. The origin of these deteted dHvA branhes is well explainedon the basis of the theoretial Fermi surfaes in Fig. 13. Namely, branhes�i are due to a highly orrugated but ylindrial Fermi surfae, and ai andbi are due to a lattie like struture in the band 15.

Fig. 12. Angular dependene of the (a) dHvA frequeny and (b) the theoretial onein UFeGa5.We will ompare the Fermi surfae of UFeGa5 with valene eletronsof U(5f36d17s2), Fe(3d64s2) and Ga(4s24p1) to that of CeCoIn5 with va-lene eletrons of Ce(4f15d16s2), Co(3d74s2) and In(5s25p1). CeCoIn5 isa ompensated metal with equal volumes of eletron- and hole-Fermi sur-
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Fig. 13. Fermi surfae of (a) band 14-holes, (b) band 15-eletrons in UFeGa5.faes. If the band 14-hole Fermi surfae in CeCoIn5 is almost fully oupiedby an eletron and also the volume of the band 15-eletron Fermi surfaeis slightly enlarged, these Fermi surfaes orrespond to the band 14-smallhole Fermi surfaes and the band 15-large eletron ones, respetively, inUFeGa5. In CeCoIn5 we ould not observe the lattie-struture like band15-eletron Fermi surfae, while the orresponding Fermi surfae was de-teted ompletely in UFeGa5. We suppose that the lattie-struture likeband 15-Fermi surfae is not present and/or is hanged into small losedFermi surfaes in CeCoIn5.The 5f eletrons in UFeGa5 are highly itinerant ompared to the 4feletrons in CeCoIn5. The ylotron mass in UFeGa5 is relatively large: 9.2,4.6 and 8.0m0 for �i (i=1, 2 and 3), respetively.In UCoGa5 we observed dHvA branhes with small dHvA frequenies,as shown in Fig. 14. This means that UCoGa5 is a semimetal. The Fermisurfae most likely onsists of small band 15-hole Fermi surfaes and smallband 16-eletron Fermi surfaes, beause one more valene eletron is added,ompared to that in UFeGa5. In fat, a volume of one ellipsoidal Fermisurfae (branh a) is equal to a volume of two piees of ellipsoidal Fermisurfaes (branh b) and four piees of ellipsoidal Fermi surfaes (branh ):Va = 2Vb + 4V (Va=0.0059VBZ, Vb=0.0019VBZ and V=0.0005VBZ), whereVBZ is a volume of the Brillouin zone.Finally we show in Fig. 15 the angular dependene of the dHvA frequenyin an antiferromagnet UPtGa5 with TN=25K and an ordered moment of0.25�B/U. Most of the dHvA branhes indiate the 1= os �-dependene,laiming ylindrial Fermi surfaes. The magneti unit ell of UPtGa5 isdoubled with respet to the hemial unit ell along [001℄, whih bringsabout a �at magneti Brillouin zone as in USb2. This is a main reason on theexistene of the ylindrial Fermi surfaes in UPtGa5. The ylotron mass isin the range of 10 to 25m0 for [001℄, re�eting the  value of 57mJ/K2mol.
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Fig. 14. Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in UCoGa5.

Fig. 15. Angular dependene of the dHvA frequeny in UPtGa5.



3288 Y. 	Onuki et al.3. Conluding remarkHigh-quality single rystals, low temperatures and strong magneti �eldsare fundamentally neessary to demonstrate the dHvA measurement for thestrongly orrelated eletron systems. At present, the arrier with a large y-lotron mass over 100m0 is deteted in the dHvA experiment for CeRu2Si2,UPt3 and CeCoIn5, re�eting the  value of 57mJ/K2mol.Quasi-two dimensionality in rare earth and uranium ompounds is loselyrelated to the magneti unit ell and/or the unique rystal struture as wellas the orresponding eletroni state. In UX2, the ondution eletrons are5f , 6d and 7s eletrons in the U-plane. It is expeted that these ondu-tive U-planes are separated by the nearly non-ondutive X-planes, bringingabout the quasi-two dimensional eletroni state. The magneti unit ell,doubled with respet to the hemial unit ell along [001℄, enhanes twodimensionality beause the unit length along [001℄ in the Brillouin zone be-omes half and orrespondingly eah Fermi surfae is band-folded in the �atBrillouin zone.The similar quasi-two dimensionality is also realized in the unique tetrag-onal rystal struture of RTIn5 and UTGa5. It was demonstrated that thetopology of the Fermi surfae in UFeGa5 is well explained by the 5f -itinerantband model, ompared to that in CeCoIn5. This indiates that the 5feletrons are itinerant as the 3d eletrons, while the 4f eletrons beomeitinerant via the many-body Kondo e�et at low temperatures. A di�er-ent mehanism between them results in a di�erent ylotron e�etive massbetween them.The present work was �nanially supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Sien-ti� Researh COE(10CE2004) and a Grant-in-Aid for Sienti� Researhfrom the Ministry of Eduation, Siene, Sports and Culture.REFERENCES[1℄ Y. 	Onuki, T. Goto, T. Kasuya, Mater. Si. Tehnol., Vol. 3A, Chap. 7, ed.K.H.J. Bushow VCH, Weinheim 1991, p. 545.[2℄ S. Doniah, Physia B91, 231 (1977).[3℄ Y. 	Onuki, Y. Inada, H. Ohkuni, R. Settai, N. Kimura, H. Aoki, Y. Haga,E. Yamamoto, Physia B280, 276 (2000).[4℄ D. Aoki, P. Wi±niewski, K. Miyake, N. Watanabe, Y. Inada, R. Settai, E. Ya-mamoto, Y. Haga, Y. 	Onuki, Philos. Mag. B80, 1517 (2000).[5℄ R. Settai, Y. Yoshida, A. Yamaguhi, Y. 	Onuki, S. Yoshii, M. Kasaya,H. Harima, K. Takegahara, J. Phys. So. Jpn. 68, 3615 (1999).
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